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ABOUT DYNALIFE
In the mid-twentieth century two new scientific disciplines emerged forcefully: molecular 
biology and information-communication theory. At the beginning cross-fertilisation was so 
deep that the term genetic code was universally accepted for describing the meaning of 
triplets of mRNA (codons) as amino acids.However, today, such synergy has not take advan-
tage of the vertiginous advances in the two disciplines and presents more challenges than 
answers. These challenges are not only of great theoretical relevance but also represent un-
avoidable milestones for next generation biology: from personalized genetic therapy and di-
agnosis, to artificial life, to the production of biologically active proteins. Moreover, the mat-
ter is intimately connected to a paradigm shift needed in theoretical biology, pioneered long 
time ago in Europe, and that requires combined contributions from disciplines well outside 
the biological realm. The use of information as a conceptual metaphor needs to be turned 
into quantitative and predictive models that can be tested empirically and integrated in a 
unified view. The successful achievement of these tasks requires a wide multidisciplinary 
approach, and Europe is uniquely placed to construct a world leading network to address 
such an endeavour. The aim of this Action is to connect involved research groups throughout 
Europe into a strong network that promotes innovative and high-impact multi and inter-dis-
ciplinary research and, at the same time, to develop a strong dissemination activity aimed 
at breaking the communication barriers between disciplines, at forming young researchers, 
and at bringing the field closer to a broad general audience.

COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) is a funding agency for research 
and innovation networks. Our Actions help connect research initiatives across Europe and 
enable scientists to grow their ideas by sharing them with their peers. This boosts their re-
search, career and innovation.
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The field of molecular biology has witnessed a remarkable revolution in recent years, largely due
to  the  incredible  advances  made in  sequencing technologies.  Whole  genome sequencing has
become  a  key  tool  in  understanding  organisms’  genetic  makeup,  behavior,  and  evolution.
Nowadays,  researchers  are  able  to  sequence  and digitalize  an organism's entire  genome in a
matter of hours or days, a feat that would have taken years just a few decades ago.

Sequencing technology advances have not only revolutionized the way we study biology but have
also opened new avenues for theoretical biology to establish connections between the principles
and mechanisms that govern living systems, starting from the molecular level, and reaching the
ecological level. Vast amounts of genomic data have accumulated on organisms, allowing the
development of new theoretical models that can explain the complex interactions between genes,
cells, and organisms, as well as between organisms and their environment. By sequencing the
microbiome, researchers can now understand how microorganisms interact with their hosts and
how they can be harnessed to improve human health. This has opened up new avenues for the
development of new therapeutic and diagnostic tools.

In this regard, Nanopore (ONT) sequencing technology is a fascinating innovation in the field of
molecular  biology that  allows for  rapid and real-time analysis  of  long-read DNA and RNA.
Moreover, Nanopore MiniON devices are highly compact and easy to use, making sequencing
technology accessible to every laboratory. Here, we present a workflow (wet lab and dry lab) for
bacterial  genome sequencing with ONT that  goes  from the  DNA sample to  fully  digitalized
annotated genome within 2 hours. The bioinformatics steps of the pipeline are implemented in the
Galaxy framework, and the workflow can be easily shared and deployed among researchers. 

Acknowledgements:  We thank the  COST Action  DYNALIFE CA21169.  This  research  was
funded by the Bulgarian National Science Fund, grant number KP-06-N-36/3 (KП-06-H-36/3).
The authors are also supported by the project BG-RRP-2.004-0001-C01.
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It seems reasonable to assume that the present structure of the standard genetic code (SGC) has
emerged from primitive coding systems which encoded a smaller number of amino acids and
showed a high probability  of translational  errors.  These systems had evolved concurrently in
order to encode new genetic information and improved coding stability. During the evolution,
some codes had disappeared at random or due to the inadequate level of coding accuracy. They
could also be transformed into more complex coding systems. The SGC seems to be the final
stage of this evolutionary process. 
In  our  simulations,  we investigated  simultaneous  evolution  of  different  coding systems.  The
starting point was a population of genetic codes encoding a small number of different amino
acids. They all evolved under simulation constraints such as the rate of mutation, new amino acid
introduction and coding system exchange. The evolving codes are selected due to the accuracy of
amino acid coding.
The results showed that the coding system which encode 20 amino acid and stop coding signal
could emerge from a population of primitive genetic codes encoding only a few amino acids. The
codes encoding the 21 labels are the best according to the assumed criteria and dominate in the
evolving population, although they are not similar to the SGC in terms of structure.
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Could  nature  be  harnessing  quantum  mechanics  in  cilia  to  optimize  the  sensitivity  of  the
mechanism  of  left--right  symmetry  breaking  during  development  in  vertebrates?  I  evaluate
whether mechanosensing - i.e., the detection of a left-right asymmetric signal through mechanical
stimulation of sensory cilia, as opposed to biochemical signalling - might be functioning in the
embryonic  left--right  organizer  of  the  vertebrate  bodyplan  through  quantum  mechanics.   I
conclude that there is a possible role for quantum biology in mechanosensing in cilia. The system
may  not  be  limited  by  classical  thermal  noise,  but  instead  by  quantum  noise,  with  an
amplification process providing active cooling.
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This abstract outlines the dissemination and communication plan for the COST Action CA21169
INFORMATION, CODING, AND BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION: THE DYNAMICS OF LIFE
(DYNALIFE). The plan includes the different tools, channels, and means of communication that
will  be  implemented  throughout  the  Action  duration,  as  well  as  the  target  groups  of  the
dissemination  strategy.  The  plan  aims  to  break  down barriers  between  disciplines,  stimulate
collaboration,  communicate  important  scientific  results,  and  encourage  new  collaborations.
Working  Group  4  is  dedicated  to  Dissemination  and  Communication  and  coordinates  all
activities with the Science Communication Coordinator, who works closely with the chair and
vice-chair of the Action.  The target groups for communication and dissemination include the
scientific community, public and private research institutes and universities, the general public,
potential  industrial  partners,  hospitals,  policy  makers,  media,  and  students.  To  achieve  its
objectives, the Action will create a panel for dissemination, promote communication and science-
art  crossover  activities,  and  produce  two  short  videos.  It  will  also  establish  a  forum  for
communication with potential  industrial  beneficiaries and stakeholders, organize seminars and
conferences, and create digital content. The plan includes milestones and deliverables, including
the  production  of  video  documentaries  and  reports  on  the  Action's  activities.  Dissemination
activities  will  be  continuously  monitored  to  ensure  relevant  information  is  shared  with
appropriate audiences by the most effective means.
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It is thought that molecular chains (such as protein chains with alpha-helical secondary structure,
DNA and RNA molecules)  can play the role of "bridges" for the highly efficient  transfer of
vibron  excitations  or  electrons  over  very  long  distances  (comparable  to  the  length  of  the
molecular chain itself). Due to the interaction with the thermal oscillations of the structure, these
excitations can be captured and can form a stable self-trapped (polaron-like) state, which can
move through the structure with minimal energy loss.  However, the properties of the possibly
formed polaron must also be influenced by the presence of the donor molecule. 

In the presented work, we discussed the mechanism of excitation transfer from one molecular
structure  (donor  molecule)  to  the  molecular  chain.  The  presence  of  the  donor  structure  and
temperature influence on the energy of self-trapped excitation was considered, in the dependence
of  the  basic  energy  parameters  of  the  molecular  bridge.  The  obtained  results  indicate  the
possibility of the formation of two types of  self-trapped states: a quasi-free excitation that can
easily  move  through  the  molecular  bridge  and  a  localized,  practically  immobile  excitation,
similar to a non-adiabatic polaron quasiparticle.



Statistical inferring of Rényi transfer entropy significance
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Transfer  entropy is  a  model-free method detecting  the directionality  of  coupling  (i.e.,  causal
connection) from observed data based on information theory. The method involves estimating
conditional mutual information. One possible way to write conditional mutual information is in
the term of joint Shannon entropies. Transfer entropy is a special case of Rényi transfer entropy
of order α > 0 for which it holds α = 1. Choosing values of α accentuates the causal connection of
different probability events. There is only one formula for determining the Rényi transfer entropy
based on binning estimation suitable for discrete time series. However, the Rényi transfer entropy
estimates from the formula are biased for continuous data. The Rényi transfer entropy for the
case of Gaussian variables does not depend on the value of α, i.e., it is equivalent to the transfer
entropy. Rényi transfer entropy can be estimated by the k nearest neighbours’ technique through
the joint Shannon entropies for the system with Gaussian variables, which seems more suitable
for continuous data. Surrogate data can be used to test the statistical significance of an estimated
Rényi transfer entropy. We select some of the usually used ways to assess transfer entropies and
compare  them according  to  the  number  of  correct  detections  of  coupling  directionality.  We
considered two types of synthetic  data to properly evaluate  the confidence and power of the
significance tests of various transfer entropy estimates. We present the results of a simulation
study for the case of Gaussian variables.

Acknowledgement: The work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency,
project APVV-21-0216, the Scientific Grant Agency of the Ministry of Education of the Slovak
Republic  and the Slovak Academy of Sciences,  project  VEGA 2/0023/22 and project VEGA
2/0096/21.
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Phylogeographic reconstruction of evolutionary history of different pathogens is aimed to predict
the emergence of infectious diseases by detecting the key host species and the geographic areas
from which pathogens spread and to analyse the impact  of natural  reservoirs movement on the
spread  of  viral  diseases.  Spatiotemporal  reconstructions  can  be  assessed  by  two  different
phylogeographic approaches; phylogeographic inference in discrete space and phylogeography in
continuous space and time. The Bayesian method implemented in the BEAST software package can
be  used  to  reconstruct  the  spatio-temporal  evolutionary  history.  In  addition  to  the  appropriate
evolutionary model, chosen based on the value of the AIC criteria in the jModelTest program, it is
necessary  to  calibrate  other  parameters  in  the  BEAST software (molecular  clock,  demographic
model) to obtain the most reliable model for distribution analysis.  The aim of this study was to
reconstruct the phylogeny of West Nile virus linage 2 (WNV-2) and Usutu virus (USUV) on a
spatio-temporal scale in order to estimate the time of origin and patterns of geographical dispersal
of the isolates from Serbia.
In the present study we analysed NS5 segment sequences of WNV-2 and USUV in two separate
datasets, isolated from different geographic areas with the aim to explore spatio-temporal dispersal
of these viruses out of Africa.  Phylogeographic analysis  for both datasets  was done in BEAST
v1.10.4  software  package  using  relaxed  molecular  clock  and  Gaussian  Markov  random  field
(GMRF)  Skyride  model.  The  convergence  of  parameters  was  assessed  through  the  ESS>200
checked using Tracer v1.6. Phylogenetic tree was visualized using FigTree software v1.4.4.
Bayesian clade credibility (MCC) tree of the WNV-2 NS5 gene showed that majority of Serbian
isolates were grouped in a single large clade together with sequences from Greece, thus forming
large monophyletic clade. Phylogeographic analysis implied introduction of WNV-2 to Serbia from
Hungary and further local spread. Phylogeny of USUV NS5 gene showed that new USUV strain
from Serbia belongs to a heterogeneous Central European cluster also consisting of strains from
Italy, Hungary, Croatia, the Czech Republic, and Germany. In addition, phylogeographic analysis
conformed that USUV entered to Serbia from Italy.
Our results evidence presence and circulation of analyzed pathogens in Serbia at least a decade
prior  to  the  first  evidenced  outbreak  of  WNV-2  in  2012  and  demonstrate  the  usefulness  of
bioinformatic  methods  providing  a  comprehensive  view  of  the  evolutionary  history  of  these
pathogens.



New directions for artificial molecular machines and motors
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The construction of molecular scale devices and machines[1] have formidably stimulated the
creativity of chemists in the past three decades.[2,3] The interest on this kind of systems arises
from their  ability  to  perform a  (useful)  function in  response  to  chemical  and/or  physical
signals  (e.g.,  light).  Mechanically  interlocked  molecules  exhibit  appealing  structural  and
functional  properties  for  the  construction  of  nanoscale  devices  and  machines;  molecular
shuttles based on rotaxanes constitute common examples.[3]

Here I  will  describe investigations undertaken in  our  laboratories,  aimed at  inducing and
controlling nanoscale movements in rotaxanes and related species to perform functions such
as  transmitting  motion  between
sites[4] (see  Figure)  and  activating
mechanically  chiral  structures  for
enantioselective guest recognition.[5]

From a fundamental viewpoint these
systems  behave  as  molecular
switches  under  thermodynamic
control.  Appropriately  designed
architectures,  however,  can  exploit
an  energy  harvesting  process  to
operate  away  from thermodynamic  equilibrium.[6] Moreover,  by  exploiting  energy  and/or
information  ratcheting  effects,  directional  and  autonomous  movement  of  the  molecular
components can occur.[1-3] We have combined this strategy with a minimalist chemical design
to realize artificial nanoscale pumps powered by light[7] and electricity.[8] Besides their interest
for fundamental science, these systems have the potential to bring about radical innovation in
catalysis, materials science, energy conversion, robotics and medicine.[9]

Acknowledgements: Support from the European Union (H2020 ERC AdG ‘Leaps’ 692981,
FET-OPEN ‘Magnify’ 801378, ITN ‘ArtMoMa’ 860434) and the Ministero dell’Università e
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Chromatin  and  DNA  modifications  are  epigenetic  markers  that  have  influence  on  gene
expression and they are essential for the responses to the environment. Because the germline of
plants is formed during the late development, the epigenetic markers are potentially heritable. Zea
mays L. is a worldwide important crop with its yield negatively affected by a wide range of
abiotic stresses and determination of the phenotypic and epigenetic sources that could lead to the
stabilization  and  incensement  of  Zea  mays  L.  yield  is  crucial.  Our  ongoing  study  involves
publicly available data for 46 inbred lines of Zea mays L. Until now, we conducted leaf whole
transcriptome sequencing and complete RNAseq analysis for all 46 inbred lines and identified
significant differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
nuclear, plastid and mitochondrial parts of Zea mays L. genome. We identified 77 DEGs between
Lancaster and non-Lancaster groups grown under optimal conditions. Cold and drought tests are
conducted on the two subsets of four Lancaster and four non-Lancaster lines. The first subset was
formed of cold tolerant and cold sensitive, and six (chloroplast ATP-sulfurylase, photosystem II
cytochrome  b559  alpha  subunit,  CIPK  serine-threonine  protein  kinase  15,  glutamyl-tRNA
reductase, photosystem II reaction center protein I and Calvin cycle CP12 - chloroplastic-like
encoding genes) out of seven selected DEGs are marked as significant for cold response in Zea
mays L. The second subset was formed from drought tolerant and drought sensitive lines and
detection  of  significant  DGEs  is  an  ongoing  project  and  we  have  several  DGEs  under  the
investigation. In order to determine the effect of the epigenetic variation to the cold and drought
resistance ability, we plan to extend our study with whole genome bisulfite sequencing of eight
Lancaster and eight non-Lancaster to test if the epigenetic variation contributes to the memory of
the  adaptation  of  Zea  mays  L.  We  will  detect  differentially  methylated  regions  (DMRs),
significant SNPs, and transposable element (TE) insertions and associate DMRs with SNPs and
TEs. Also, we plan to repeat the experiment for several generations in order to test the plant
adaptation memory.
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The biological mechanisms underlying human diseases are often complex. Diverse omic datasets
represent various aspects of these mechanisms in relation to outcomes. Recent advances in high-
throughput technologies have made it affordable to measure these omic levels for many studies.
Typically, the relationships between these datasets and an outcome variable are studied one-by-
one. Although these studies provide biological insights of diseases on a single omic level, they
ignore correlations among the omic levels. Several data integration methods exist;  hence one
might consider to first integrate the datasets and then in a second stage study the relationship
between relevant features and the outcome variable. A drawback of such an approach is that the
correlation between the outcome and the omics variables is not considered in the first step and
that the uncertainty in the data integration is ignored. We propose a new model for two omic
datasets and an outcome variable, where the relationship of the omic datasets with the outcome is
modelled via the joint parts of the omic datasets.
Our model builds upon our recently developed PO2PLS model, which considers for each omic
dataset a latent variable model. In the PO2PLS model, a subset of the latent variables of the two
datasets are linked and represent the joint part. Further data-specific latent variables are included
to model the differences between the two datasets. Here, we add a submodel for the outcome by
considering the latent variables of the joint part as independent variables in a generalized linear
model for the outcome variable.  Gaussian distributions are used for the latent variables.  The
parameters are estimated using an EM algorithm. The asymptotic behaviour is studied. Extensive
simulation studies have been performed to study the performance of the model under various
settings and to compare the method with existing approaches. Finally, the approach is illustrated
by an application in which the joint effect of methylation and glycomics is modelled on Down
Syndrome cases and their relatives. 
We  conclude  that  while  the  estimation  of  the  new  proposed  model  is  more  computational
intensive than existing methods, it performs well and can provide more insight into underlying
biological mechanisms.
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The collection of data on multiple molecular levels has become a fundamental aspect of modern
biological research. Examples are cell line studies, where multiple omics datasets are measured,
as well as interventional data such as high-throughput (drug) screens. A holistic “integrative”
approach involving all data can provide new insights in biological systems and interactions. 
Our motivational example is a study of multiple system atrophy (MSA) and Parkinson’s disease
(PD) utilizing cell lines. The aim was to better understand the molecular basis of MSA and PD
and find potential disease-modifying drugs. To this end, transcriptomics, proteomics and 1600
FDA-approved drug screening data  are  measured in  human brain cell  lines  under  a  disease-
inducing  and  control  environment.  Challenges  include  high-dimensionality,  non-overlapping
datasets, strong correlations between measurements, and heterogeneity across the multi-omics
and screening datasets. For an integrative analysis of these data, novel statistical data integration
approaches are needed. 
We propose a novel statistical data integration workflow to obtain a list of genes and proteins that
can best distinguish disease cell lines from controls across all omics datasets and, within this list,
identify  targets  of  potential  disease-modifying drugs.  For  the  first  part  of  the  workflow,  we
develop Probabilistic OPLS discriminant analysis, POPLS-DA, to model the multi-omics datasets
in terms of joint, omics-specific, and residual components. These components consist of weighted
linear combinations of genes and proteins. The outcome is included in the model via the joint
components to obtain genes and proteins that best distinguish cases and controls across all omics
data. All POPLS-DA parameters are simultaneously estimated with maximum likelihood using a
memory-efficient EM algorithm. Based on the top genes and proteins, a gene-gene interaction
network is built using String-DB. For the second part, we propose a ‘direct neighbor’ approach to
integrate  the  screening  data  with  the  interaction  network:  we  use  DrugBank  to  obtain  all
interactors of the validated drugs from the drug screening and intersect these with our list of top
genes  and  proteins.  An  extensive  simulation  study  will  be  conducted  to  investigate  the
performance of POPLS-DA. We apply our approach to transcriptomics, proteomics and screening
data measured in the cell lines and construct an integrated interaction network based on all data.
This  network will  highlight  a  druggable  subnetwork that  can potentially  be  used in  a  novel
therapy for MSA and PD.
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We calculated codon usage (CU) and defined codon usage bias (CUB) in 6 small  cohorts of
human genes: non-disease-causing genes (N=29, NDC) and disease-causing genes (N=31, DC).
All genes are highly expressed in 3 distinct human tissues, kidney, muscle, and skin. We also
compared CU across species in 15 mammals. We obtained CUB hierarchical clusters for each
gene cohort which showed tissue-specific and disease-specific CUB fingerprints. We showed that
DC genes (especially those expressed in muscle) display a low CUB, well recognizable in codon
hierarchical clustering. We defined the extremely biased codons as “zero codons” and found that
their number is significantly higher in all DC genes, all tissues, and that this trend is conserved
across mammals.  Based on this  calculation in  different  gene cohorts,  we identified 5 codons
which are more differentially used across genes and mammals, underlining that some genes have
favorite synonymous codons in use. Since of the muscle genes clear clusters, and, among these,
dystrophin gene surprisingly  does not show any “zero codon” we adopted a novel approach to
study  CUB,  we  called  “mapping-on-codons”.  We  positioned  2828  dystrophin  missense  and
nonsense pathogenic variations  on their  respective  codon, highlighting  that  its  frequency and
occurrence is not dependent on the CU values. We conclude our strategy consents to identify a
hierarchical  clustering of CU values  in  a gene cohort-specific  fingerprints,  with recognizable
trend across mammals. In DC muscle genes also a disease-related fingerprint can be observed,
allowing discrimination between DC and NDC genes. We propose that using our strategy which
studies CU in specific gene cohorts, as rare disease genes, and tissue specific genes, may provide
novel  information  about  the CUB role  in  human and medical  genetics,  with implications  on
synonymous variations interpretation and codon optimization algorithms.
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A  composite  likelihood  is  a  combination  of  low-dimensional  likelihood  objects  useful   in
applications where the data have complex structure.   Although composite likelihood construction
is a crucial aspect influencing both computing and statistical properties of the resulting estimator,
currently there does not seem to exist a universal rule to combine low-dimensional likelihood
objects that is statistically justified and fast in execution.  We develop a methodology  to estimate
high-dimensional  ans  sparse  covariance  matrices  and  combine  the  most  informative  low-
dimensional likelihoods from a large set of candidates while carrying out parameter estimation.
The new procedure minimizes the distance between composite likelihood and  full likelihood
scores subject to a constraint representing  the afforded computing cost. The selected composite
likelihood is sparse in the sense that it contains a relatively  small number of informative sub-
likelihoods  while  the  noisy  terms  are  dropped.   The  resulting  estimator  is  found  to  have
asymptotic variance close to that of the  minimum-variance estimator constructed using all the
low-dimensional  likelihoods.  The  procedure  is  applied  to  reconstruction  of  complex  gene
association networks through the analysis of gene expression data.
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This talk aims to show the possibilities of modelling the information content carried by quantum
mechanical  DNA-molecules  by  means  of  the  formalism used  in  quantum informatics.  Such
modelling would open new options to reveal nature’s information patents and to use them, for
instance,  in  quantum computing  and artificial  intelligence  (A.I.)  Moreover,  it  would give an
opportunity to understand the ways of managing information in living organisms. As an empirical
base, the open accessible data from GenBank which contains hundreds of millions of long DNA
texts collected from thousands of organisms can be used.
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Self-Assembly processes are ubiquitous in biological systems, likely as a result of an evolutional
pressure that has optimized it  resulting in life-as-we-know-it.   In this talk I will  discuss two
paradigmatic examples of such processes.   First I will describe an example of entropically driven
self-assembly in liquid crystals with a particular emphasis on how the phase chirality is related to
molecular chirality. Within these framework, I will show how the experimental liquid-crystal
phase behaviour of helical flagella can be rationalized on the basis of these findings. The second
example deals with the folding and aggregation of semiflexible polymers in solution and how the
resulting phase behaviour depends upon thermodynamic parameters such as temperature, bending
rigidity, excluded volume, as well as range of the interactions with the solvent. The importance of
these findings for biological processes will be finally emphasized.
In addition to this scientific contribution, I will also briefly introduce the European Centre for
Living Technology (ECLT),  a  network of  18 different  international  institutions  dealing with
complex systems, as well as the achievements of the EUTOPIA COST Action which shares with
DYNALIFE many common interests.
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Circular codes represent a form of coding allowing detection/correction of frame-shift  errors.
Building  on recent  theoretical  advances  on  circular  codes,  we provide  evidence  that  protein
coding  sequences  exhibit  in-frame  circular  code  marks,  that  are  absent  in  introns  and  are
intimately linked to  the keto-amino transformation  of codon bases.  These properties  strongly
correlate  with  translation  speed,  codon  influence  and  protein  expression  levels.  Strikingly,
circular code marks are absent at the beginning of coding sequences, but stably occur 40 codons
after the initiator codon, hinting at the translation elongation process. Finally, we use the lens of
circular  codes  to  show  that  codon  influence  on  translation  correlates  with  the  strong-weak
dichotomy of the first two bases of the codon. The results provide promising universal tools for
sequence  indicators  and  sequence  optimization  for  bioinformatics  and  biotechnological
applications, and can shed light on the molecular mechanisms behind the decoding process.
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Earth’s geosphere and biosphere have coevolved over time, influencing each other’s stability and
keeping our planet habitable for most of its 4.543 billion years of history. Biogeochemical cycles
play a key role in controlling this interaction,  connecting long-term geological cycles and the
much faster  evolution  of  the  Earth’s  outer  biologically  dominated  envelopes.  A small  set  of
microbial-encoded proteins  containing  redox-sensitive  transition metals  as their  core catalytic
center carry out the majority of the key biogeochemical reactions. Metals such as Fe, Co, Ni, Zn,
Mo, W, V, and Cu are used in these proteins to access diverse redox couples as a function of the
changing  planetary  availability  of  these  elements  over  time.  Despite  the  importance  of  this
process, the relationship between metal availability and metabolism evolution and diversity has
not been investigated in detail. I pose that elucidating the impact of transition metal availability
on microbial functional diversity holds the key to understanding the co-evolution of life and our
planet, and a key transition in evolution has been coding for the information necessary to control
cofactor assembly and redox chemistry.
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In this  contribution will  be given a brief historical introduction about theoretical  biology and
several previous attempts to inform biology with the hard sciences for developing a quantitative
paradigm.

The seminal attempts of Erwin Schrodinger and Conrad Hal Waddington, that are commemorated
in 2023 and  shaped the title  of the Venice Conference,  will  be recalled together  with other
milestones in theoretical biology and in  molecular biology.

The reasons because past attempts failed together with the scientific novelties that allow to think
that this situation can effectively change, will be analysed.

Between  these  last,  particular  emphasis  will  be  given  to  modern  developments  regarding
information theory, modelling of complex systems, and computer science.

Finally, the main challenge of DYNALIFE will be described together with the general strategy
envisaged for attaining such goal, that includes aspects related to convergence (research beyond
interdisciplinarity), excellence of research products, and formation of young researchers in this
new promissory field. 
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In this work we investigate the existence of universal optimizations in coding sequences. Usually,
these take the form of correlations between nucleotides that are observed in many organisms and
that might be related to error correction and energy optimization. We address the problem in
terms of a mathematical model of the genetic code introduced in Gonzalez(2008) and further
studied in Gonzalez et al.(2008, 2009, 2016), Giannerini et al.(2012). This new paradigm leads to
the definition of dichotomic classes that can be seen as nonlinear functions of the information
contained in a dinucleotide. Such classes represent precise biochemical interactions and are used
as a binary coding scheme for DNA sequences. We study the entropy structure of dichotomic
classes  derived  from  coding  sequences  under  different  probabilistic  assumptions  on  the
underlying process. The theoretical derivations are tested by using the new probabilistic results of
Giannerini and Goracci (2018) on the small sample asymptotics for the entropy measures used.
The results indicate that the paradigms of information/communication theory are essential for the
understanding of the organization of genetic information.
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We have  observed  unprecedented  success  of  semiconductor  computing  technology  in  recent
years, and the Moore law reflects it. On the other hand, artificial chemical computing based on
chemical reactions is still at a very early stage of development. Obviously, animals and humans
can process a considerable amount of information and solve complex problems at low energy
costs with their nervous systems and brains. In my opinion, the bottom-up design strategy from
logic gates to complex information processing devices is one of the factors that slow down the
progress of chemical computing technology because it does not allow for the optimum use of the
computing potential of chemical media.
In my presentation, I follow the idea of computation with reaction networks proposed 30 years
ago by Ross and collaborators. Contrary to the earlier work, I focus attention on reaction nodes
demonstrating highly nonlinear behavior such as chemical oscillation [1]. I present the idea of a
computing network, define how the input information can be introduced, and discuss how the
output  information  can  be  extracted.  For  a  specific  problem,  the  parameters  of  a  computing
network  can  be  optimized  using  a  top-down  design.  A  few  examples  of  networks  solving
academic and real-life problems will be shown [2].
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Network  representations  are  good  tools  for  characterizing  interaction  patterns  between  the

constituents of large complex biological systems. They translate and simplify complexity of such

systems to the topological properties of their associated graphs. The structure of existing cycles in

complex networks strongly affects the behavior of processes supported by these networks. In this

work, we examine the cyclic properties of networks and, in particular the use of Ihara's zeta

function for counting cycles in networks.
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In one of his lectures, Paul Nurse stated "If we can understand cells, then we are very close to
understand life." Proteins are responsible for many process in the cell. Proteins which mutually
interact at the same time and at the same place make specific groups –  protein complexes. In
computational  studies,  proteins  and interaction  between proteins  are  represented as  Protein  –
Protein Interaction (PPI) networks.  In a PPI network,  nodes are proteins and the edge (link)
between  two  nodes  exists  if  the  corresponding  proteins  interact.  In  some PPI  networks,  the
existence  of  PPIs  is  based on curated  biological  data,  while  the  others  combine  information
retrieved  from  different  sources,  including  the  findings  obtained  by  various  computational
methods.  In that  sense,  development  and application  of computational  algorithms,  which can
confirm the existing or  predict  new PPIs is  of a  crucial  importance  for  better  understanding
processes in the cell. 
We analyse the relationship between PPI networks and protein complexes. In literature, there is
an  assumption  that  protein  complexes  usually  form  dense  connected  subnetworks  in  a  PPI
network. On the other hand, some recent researches show that this is not always the case. One of
the problems considered in this research is adding the minimal number of PPIs in a PPI network
in order to connect considered protein complexes. Another important question is identification of
protein complexes in PPI networks. This problem may be connected to the well-known problem
of community detection. We analyse capabilities of various community detection algorithms to
identify protein complexes in PPI networks. In the process of protein complex identification, it is
important to determine which proteins make a ‘’core” of a protein complex. In order to answer on
this question, local properties, like node centrality and similarity of subnetworks induced by core
proteins, may be of use.
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Proper simulation of the structure and dynamics of large molecular systems rests on accurate and
reliable  force  fields  (FF)  which  can  reproduce  their  behaviour  both  in  the  gas  phase  and in
condensed phases at a reasonable computational cost. α,α-Dialkylated amino acid residues have
gained  significant  importance  as  an  effective  way  for  introducing  backbone  conformation
constraints in synthetic peptides.  As it is well known, the behaviour of such rigid amino acids

differs substantially from that of standard mono-substituted a-amino acids, and correspondingly
their description at the atomistic level is not entirely obvious.  This talk is concerned with the
results of the development and validation of force field (FF) parameters for accurate description
of aminoxyl radicals (nitroxide probes) incorporated in peptides/proteins. Recently, force field for
the study of large nitroxides in condensed phases has been developed [1]. In addition, the popular
biomolecular  AMBER  force  field  (FF)  has  been  extended  with  new  parameters  for  the
simulations of peptides containing α,α dialkylated residues with cyclic and linear side chains [2-
5]. Together with the recent set of nitroxide parameters this extension allows treating the TOAC
residue (TOAC, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl-4-amino-4-carboxylic acid) widely used as
a spin  label in protein studies.  The  residue  is  stable  under  ordinary  conditions,  has  a  well
localized unpaired electron, and can provide access to useful conformational information through
well-established  magneto-structural  relationships. By  comparison  between  simulated  and
available experimental data (EPR), we have demonstrated the reliability and accuracy of the force
field for predicting stable secondary structures. 
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The assignments of codons to amino acids within the standard genetic code might facilitate to
reduce the problems caused by point mutations. The code’s robustness to point mutations can be
described using the so-called conductance measure [1] - a weighted graph-based method. We
analyze  the  impact  of  the  wobble  effect  on  genetic  code  tables  and  search  for  the  optimal
robustness using an evolutionary algorithm [2, 3] that optimizes the weights of the conductance
graph. We show that the robustness is least affected by mutations in the third position, as in the
wobble effect. The results clearly show that point mutations in the first and, more importantly, in
the second base of a codon have a very large impact on the robustness of the genetic code. These
results are placed in the context of single nucleotide variants (SNV) in coding sequences. This
talk  will  discuss  what  structure  of  a  genetic  code  evolves  from  random  code  tables  when
robustness is maximized. The results suggest that the evolving code tables are very similar to the
standard genetic code and that robustness to point mutations appears to be an important factor in
the evolution of the standard genetic code.
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Information is hidden in all the entities that surround us in everyday life. It can be found in cells
and in their  genetic  code,  but  also in varying properties  and/or behaviours of  other  types of
systems.  An  exploratory  study  is performed  where  information  are linked  with protocells
systems. Protocells are specifically coupled with DNA and organized depending on its quantity
and base pairing. Population aggregation allows the collection of chemical polymers. Competing
base pairing also guarantees the population disaggregation and the release of compounds hidden
in  the  aggregates.  Unconventional  type  of  information  will  also  be  presented.  They  will  be
directly related to the variation of physio chemical properties of protocells. Many of the emergent
phenomena  of  life  may  have  arisen  within  classes  of  physio-chemical  systems  that  can  be
composed of a diverse range of material going from: vesicles, oil droplets, cellular automata and
reaction-diffusion systems. Given the stark differences in composition between these systems, it
is  clear  that  life  like  behaviors  are  not  unique  to  human  life  but  occur  in  many  scenarios:
information can be found and stored in all of them.
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I have worked extensively on applying various aspects of fluid mechanics to understand the
world in which we live. Thus I have written papers on atmospheric motions and been involved in
CCS  (Carbon  Capture  and  Storage)  and  was  the  chair  of  the  special  European  Committee
reporting to the European Commissioners on CCS.  I have also written numerous papers on
oceanic motions and at the moment am particularly interested in the importance of ocean waves
over coral layers, being responsible for biological life within corals.  I have worked extensively
on geologically oriented problems, including the flow of magma through the Earth’s crust, its
explosive eruption into the atmosphere, endangering birds life of birds as well as influencing
human activity.  Understanding these processes has suggested to me a way of defending against
tsunamis, which in the past have caused enormous loss of life and money.  I would describe this
work briefly and discuss the biological implications. 
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The human microbiome is the complex community of commensal,  pathogenic,  and symbiotic
microorganisms that literally share our body space.  The human microbiome has emerged in the
past few decades as central to human health and disease. Studies have shown that the human
microbiome  is  involved  in  various  physiological  processes,  including  digestion,  metabolism,
immune,  and  neurological  functions.  Critically,  the  human  microbiome  is  dynamic,  highly
individual-specific, and influenced by both host genetics and environmental exposures. Therefore
understanding this complex interaction between the human microbiome and human health has
only  been  made  possible  by  the  advent  of  next-generation  sequencing  technology  and  the
development  of  dedicated  statistical  methods.  Typical  human microbiome research  goals  are
focused on investigating the mechanisms by which the microbiome influences human health, the
impact of new therapies for various diseases and conditions, and understanding the impact of
external factors, such as diet, age, and antibiotic use, on the  human microbiome. Microbiome
datasets are typically highly dimensional, sparse, overdispersed, zero-inflated and compositional.
Additionally, technical and/or resource limitations can often lead to small sampling sizes. These
unique features and the complex nature of this data make the statistical analysis of microbiome
datasets a challenge. Therefore, the development and validation of data transformation techniques
and statistical approaches needed to analyze such complex data are under research and still being
established.  This  presentation discusses  the  current  hopes  and  challenges  in  analyzing
microbiome datasets and presents the statistical methods currently applied and their limitations in
answering microbiome research questions. 
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Antimicrobial  peptides  (AMPs) have attracted significant  scientific  interest  over  the past  few
decades due to their role as the host's primary defense against microbial invasion. Investigations
on AMPs are a growing area of research that has the potential to provide new insights into the
mechanisms by which the respective species protect themselves from disease and infection, but
also to inspire new treatments for human health conditions amid gradually increasing bacterial
resistance to traditional antimicrobials. It is generally accepted that the mechanism of action of
AMPs is  based on their  cationic  and amphiphilic  nature,  which allows them to interact  with
negatively charged bacterial surfaces and membranes by causing membrane rupture or interfering
with  metabolic  processes.  Although  most  of  AMPs  are  cationic,  non-cationic  AMPs  exist.
Moreover, as they are secreted as part of complex multicomponent substances with antimicrobial
activity,  the  presence  there  of  anionic,  cationic,  and  also  neutral  components  has  to  be
investigated in connection with the biological activity of the substance in question. In addition, it
is an open question when AMPs assume their biologically active form and how they approach the
target membrane. We present in silico perspective on the possible modes of action and biological
role of non-cationic peptides on the example of newly isolated peptides from the lightest fraction
of the mucus of the garden snail Helix aspersa with only known amino acid sequence. Based on
large-scale molecular dynamics and metadynamics simulations, we argue that linear AMPs self-
associate in the body fluids in nanoscale aggregates that represent the perfect transport system.
Furthermore, the peptide folding promoted by the amphiphilic structure in the aggregate allows
a sufficiently  high local  concentration  of  AMPs to be delivered  to  the target  membrane in a
functionally active conformation. Our investigations also show that the effect of the AMP charge
on the energetics of the peptide-membrane interaction is not as straightforward as assumed  a
priori. While the positive charge is required to electrostatically conduct the AMP to the target
membrane, the presence of neutral hydrophobic domains in the AMP molecule is necessary to
drive membrane embedding via the hydrophobic effect, and a negatively charged domain can be
beneficial to enhance membrane penetration and pore formation. 
Acknowledgements: This reserach was supported in part by the Bulgarian Science Fund (Grant
KP-06-OPR 03-10/2018).
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Background:  Influenza  is  a  global  problem  in  humans  and  livestock,  and  the  virus  is
continuously evaluated. The current mitigation strategies against influenza are not yet successful
in  eliminating  the  virus.  Therefore,  there  are  high  economic  losses  every  year  due  to  the
inefficiency  of  available  strategies.  Epigenetic  mechanisms  may  significantly  influence  the
effectiveness  of  anti-viral  therapies.  Understanding  epigenetic  mechanisms  in  host-pathogen
systems  becomes  crucial  before  designing  disease  prediction  and  prevention  strategies.  This
study is designed to characterise the ujmodulation and the possible implication of the epigenetic
status of influenza infection. The knowledge may contribute to mapping the critical molecules for
defining candidates for biomarker and drug development.
Material/methods:  In vitro infection models were tested to determine whether the epigenetic
status  of  infected  cells  is  modulated  during  influenza  infection.  The  human  A549  alveolar
epithelial cell line was infected with H1N1 influenza subtype. During the course of influenza
infections, various histone modifications (H3K9 acetylation and methylation) were analysed by
high-resolution microscopy using fluorescent  immunodetection of  epigenetic  marks.  We also
determined  the  global  content  of  DNA methylation  using  an  enzymatic  approach  called  the
Luminometric Methylation Assay (LUMA). We have extended our analysis to map the infected
cell  transcriptome  to  have  an  overview  of  the  up/down  regulated  gene  profiles  involving
epigenetic  mechanisms.  The  transcriptomic  analysis  provided  more  evidence  of  the  genes
involved in epigenetic regulation.
Results:  The LUMA analysis  showed clear  DNA hypomethylation of  the  genome of  H1N1
infected  A549  cells  (non-infected;  55.6%,  H1N1  infected;  52%).  Transcriptomic  studies
evidenced  a  modulation  of  the  expression  of  genes  associated  with  DNA  methylation.  In
particular, A549 cells, the host group, showed that expression of MDB2 is exacerbated during
infection. MDB2 binds to and directs the Nurd complex to methylated DNA, while DNMT1
copies  existing  methylation  patterns  following  DNA  replication.  DNMT3A  and  DNMT3B
establish new DNA methylation patterns.
Conclusions:  We successfully revealed that the influenza infection is accompanied by specific
transient histone modifications involving chromosomal rearrangement in flu infection models by
immunofluorescent microscopy, biochemical detection of methylation status and transcriptomic
analyses of the infected cell model.
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The Fisher's Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection (FFTNS) is a matter of longstanding
debate in the community of mathematical biologists. The original Fisher's formulation, published
in 1930. in his work „The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection“ was stated as follows:

The rate of increase in fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its genetic variance
in fitness at that time.

However, the exposition preceeding this statement lacks the mathematical rigor. In such
an ambiguous context, it is difficult to say if the Fisher's statement is correct or false, meaningful
or trivial. Subsequently, many researchers proposed completions and clarifications of the original
Fisher's statement. Recently, John Carlos Baez provided a rigorous formulation of FFTNS for
evolutionary games with a finite strategy set. Baez' result is based on the information-geometric
approach to evolutionary games. We pursue this idea further and study FFTNS in the context of
those mathematical theories in which evolutionary dynamics play an important role: game theory
and optimization.  We report  rigorous formulations of FFTNS for evolutionary games with a
continuous trait space and evolutionary optimization. Our results demonstrate that, in general,
the words „is equal“ in the original Fisher's statement should be replaced by „does not exceed“,
thus  turning  equality  into  an  inequality.  This  inequality  is  saturated  only  in  some  (pretty
exceptional) cases. We further discuss the information-theoretic meaning of FFTNS, based on
the relation between the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the Fisher information. In the new
light, FFTNS appears as a universal principle, analogous to the uncertainty relation for energy
and time in physics. This unveils a novel aspect of FFTNS that we find the most insightful: it is
the statement about an intrinsic time scale of evolutionary dynamics. It imposes the bound on the
amount of information that a given evolutionary system is able to gain during an infinitesimally
small time step. In other words, it tells us how fast a certain biological system is able to learn.
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Legumes, such as beans, have an important role in sustainable agriculture due to their ability to
fix nitrogen with rhizobium bacteria. Beans are a significant source of protein, micronutrients,
and calories, meeting a large part of daily human dietary needs. However, plants are exposed to
various environmental stresses, including abiotic stresses that limit their growth, development,
and productivity. Abiotic stresses include high temperatures, drought, salinity, heavy metals, and
high  light  intensity.  Plants  have  developed  various  mechanisms  to  cope  with  these  stresses,
including  regulating  gene  expression.  This  study  focused  on  determining  the  transcriptome,
miRNA, circRNA, and lncRNA profiles of two varieties of plants, Perola (able to flower and be
fertilized  under  high  temperatures)  and  Karacaşehir-90  (unable  to  flower  under  high
temperatures), and identifying the genes targeted by miRNAs, circRNAs, and lncRNAs under
high-temperature conditions using next-generation sequencing systems and bioinformatics tools.
The activity of DEGs, miRNAs and their targets, lncRNAs, and interacted circRNAs were also
confirmed  with  qRTPCR.  In  conclusion,  transcriptome  analysis  can  provide  insights  into
important  transcription  factors  and molecular  mechanisms  involved  in  the  biotic  and abiotic
stress response of plants and can be an economical and effective tool for research.
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Recently  the  quantum  formalism and  methodology  started  to  be  applied  to  modeling  of
information  processing  in  biosystems,  mainly  to  the  process  of  decision  making  and
psychological behavior (but some applications to microbiology and genetics are considered as
well). Since a living system is fundamentally open (an isolated biosystem is dead), the theory
of open quantum systems is the most powerful tool for life-modeling. In this presentation, we
turn to the famous Schrödinger book  ``What is  life?'' and reformulate  his  speculations  in
terms  of  this  theory.  Schrödinger  pointed  out  to  order  preservation  as  one  of  the  main
distinguishing features of biosystems. Entropy has the tendency to increase (Second Law of
Thermodynamics for isolated classical systems and dissipation in open classical and quantum
systems).  Schrödinger  emphasized  the  ability  of  biosystems  to  beat  this  tendency.  We
demonstrate that systems processing information in the quantum-like way can preserve the
order-structure expressed by the quantum (von Neumann or linear) entropy. We emphasize
the role of the special class of quantum dynamics and initial states generating the camel-like
graphs for entropy-evolution in the process of interaction with a new environment E:

1) entropy (disorder) increasing in the process of adaptation to the specific features of E};

2) entropy decreasing (order increasing) resulting from adaptation; 

3) the restoration of order or even its increase for limiting steady state. In the latter case the
steady state entropy can be even lower than the entropy of the initial state.

Such quantum entropy dynamics is illustrated by graphs obtained via numerical simulation for
quantum master equation.  For simplicity  of modelling we consider only quantum Markov
dynamics. But the real dynamics of biosystems’ states is non-Markovean. 
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Living  organisms  use  abundant  and  nearby  minerals  to  create  structures  through
biomineralization. This can range from highly controlled processes where the product is regulated
down  to  the  molecular  level  to  the  modification  of  chemical  environments  to  promote
precipitation in the vicinity of the organism. The final products are smoothly-curved shapes that
can  be  simple  in  form  such  as  the  hollow  filaments  of  iron-oxidizing  bacteria  to  intricate,
complex  structures  marvelled  for  their  design  such  as  the  silica  cage  of  diatoms.  These
curvilinear shapes were previously perceived to only be achievable by life and therefore used as a
biosignature  for  evaluating  fossils  in  ancient  rocks.  However,  there  have  been  long  known
examples of purely abiotic experiments precipitating similar shapes and in recent years many
more new systems coming to light. One prominent laboratory experiment forming hollow tubes
are chemical gardens. They were first documented in the 17th century and linked to biology due
to their plant-like growth. Since then, their physicochemical dynamics have been the main focus
of study and have become understood and even applied in technology. What remains elusive is a
more comprehensive understanding of the complex dynamics, even in these simple filamentous
microbial  structures,  biomineralization  might  play  in  promoting  survival  of  modern  living
systems and, perhaps, the role of mineralogical spaces in the origin of life.
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Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are essential for detecting attacks against computer
networks. They can be broadly classified into two types: Misuse (signature-based) NIDS and
Anomaly NIDS. Misuse NIDS uses pattern matching methods against a pre-defined database of
attack  DNA  signatures,  while  Anomaly  NIDS  detects  attacks  by  observing  abnormal  user
activities or patterns. In this research, we propose a hybrid NIDS that utilizes both types.

To  achieve  efficient  pattern  matching  results,  we  use  DNA  encoding,  which  involves
transforming plain text into DNA sequences or Amino Acids. This approach is inspired by the
process of encoding genetic information in living cells. We leverage bio-inspired operations and
sequence alignment algorithms to search suspicious network transactions for attack signatures. 
Our idea is to imitate the viral infection detection to humans in nature. For this,  we build a
database  of  protein  signatures  for  known  attacks  using  essential  amino  acids  labels  and  a
Vigesimal numbering system. We then build a neural  network model which we train on our
protein database to learn common viral proteins patterns by utilizing protein secondary structure
similarities and functional domain areas to group similar attacks. Finally, we end up with trained
model to identify suspicious Network transactions in real time with minimal matching time and
acceptable false positive ratios. 

Our initial experiments show high accuracy compared to previous literature work.
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The copying of genetic information and its translation to peptide sequences can be seen as a
communication system and studied with information theory. Protein sequences can be regarded
as the messages decoded at translation, while the encoded information (signal) is the nucleic acid
sequence.  Here,  the channel and its  fidelity  are defined by replication and translation,  where
“noise”  ends  up  as  mutations,  mainly  due  to  genomic  mutations  and  mistranslation.  Noise
produces distortion in the message,  but distortion is  more than just  mutation.  Mostly we see
mutations  as changes at  certain places  in the genome,  but how much it  distorts  the message
depends also on the structure of genetic code, the distribution of codon usage and the effect of the
change on protein function.  In this  talk,  I would like to briefly present what we know about
mutations, mutation rates and fitness effects of those changes and how it relates to the research on
the origin of the genetic code.
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Ionizing radiation (IR) is a genuine genotoxic agent and a major modality in cancer treatment. IR
disrupts DNA sequences and exerts  mutagenic  and/or cytotoxic  properties  that not  only alter
critical  cellular  functions  but  also  impact  tissues  proximal  and  distal  to  the  irradiated  site.
Unveiling the molecular events governing the diverse effects of IR at the cellular and organismal
levels is relevant for both, radiotherapy and radiation protection. Herein, we address changes in
the expression of mammalian genes induced after exposure of a wide range of tissues to various
radiation  types  with  distinct  biophysical  characteristics.  We  constructed  a  publicly  available
database, termed RadBioBase (http://radbiodb.physics.ntua.gr/), which includes comprehensive
transcriptomes of mammalian cells across healthy and diseased tissues that respond to a range of
radiation types and doses. Using integrative bioinformatics, functional enrichment analysis, and
machine  learning  techniques,  we  unveiled  the  characteristic  biological  pathways  related  to
specific radiation types and their association with various diseases. This approach allowed us to
decipher  the  effects  of  high-versus-low  linear  energy  transfer  (LET)  radiation  on  cell
transcriptomes and to identify distinct gene signatures for different types and doses of radiation.
We further show that different radiation types generate specific lesions that can in turn activate
diverse components of the DNA damage response and repair machinery. The intricate interplay
between the biophysical features of radiation and the DNA lesions triggers cell-intrinsic and cell-
extrinsic pathways which are associated with inflammatory and immunomodulatory responses
and are distinct for each radiation type. The detailed characterization of these molecular events at
the organismal  level is  essential  in order to improve the efficacy of radiotherapy and reduce
systemic radiotoxicity.
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Biologically informed deep learning (BIDL) is an emerging analytical approach in human -omics
studies that uses prior knowledge of biological systems to guide the development of predictive
models for precision medicine. The goal is to improve the accuracy and interpretability of these
models, and ultimately to personalize diagnosis, therapeutic decisions, and disease prevention. 
While  contemporary  machine  learning  evolves  to  minimize  the  need  to  know  the  data,  by
definition, BIDL relies on the theoretical knowledge to encode relevant feature space, to define
architectural components and to interpret outputs. BIDL is often confused with explainable deep
learning. Whereas both aim to deliver biological interpretability of predictive models, they apply
different  approaches  to  achieve  this  goal.  Typically,  BIDL leverage  biological  systems  into
models to make them more biologically reasonable and easier to understand, while explainable
deep learning helps  in  the  post-hoc  understanding the  models'  inner  workings  and decision-
making. So far in genomics, BIDL has been applied to infer gene activity in single cells, drug
response,  patient  stratifications,  survival  prediction  etc.  Among different  architectures,  graph
convolutional neural networks are suitable for biologically informed learning as they operate on
graph-structured data, enabling the formulation of a complex feature space of phenotype-specific
molecular  pathways  and  protein-protein  interactions.  Graph-based  neural  networks  are  often
combined with layer-wise relevance propagation and attention mechanisms to highlight features
that  contribute  most  to  a  prediction.  In  gene-centric  analyses  single  point  variants  or  indels,
transcript profiles, DNA methylation sites etc. are mapped to genes in a way that spatiotemporal
interactions  can  be  inferred  in  graph-based  networks.  In  pathway-centric  or  protein-centric
studies  the  interacting  entities  include  cellular  processes  linked  with  gene  sets  and  post-
translational modifications.  Despite the progress, there is still limited deployment of BIDL in
precision medicine. The main issues are, on one hand, the inherent heterogeneity, sparsity and
bias of the -omics data, and on the other the knowledge gap between theoretical biology and deep
learning. The convergence of the technological advancements in deep learning with the domain
knowledge in phenotype-specific studies through biologically informed models is challenging,
yet worth investing for a growing spectrum of bioinformatics applications in precision medicine.
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Inspired  by the problem of  how the earliest  (proto)cells  could  have  communicated  along
filaments,  we investigate the dynamics of chains of overdamped (inertialess) mechanical self-
oscillators  mutually  coupled  to  their  neighbors  by  the  viscous  forces  induced  by  the
surrounding fluid. Modeling this arrangement leads to an unusual form of extended dynamical
system that has not been thoroughly studied until now. In the absence of inertia, the dynamics
effectively  transforms  a  locally  defined  coupling  into  a  global  coupling  described  by  an
integral  spatial  operator  with  an  exponentially  weakening  kernel.  This  mutation  has  a
counterintuitive effect on the propagation of perturbations through the medium, as well as on
the synchronization behavior of the oscillators in comparison with the more familiar cases
described by reaction–diffusion systems.

From the earliest fossils, stromatolites, which are calcareous mounds built up by biofilms of
populations of cells (cyanobacteria) we know that populations of cells started to cluster on the
origin of life. Such biofilms might seem to be 2D populations, but these bacterial mats are
felt-like accumulations of filaments: one-dimensional chains of cells. Thus, it is of interest to
understand 1D configurations of coupled motile cells. Even before the evolution of motile
organelles, cilia and flagela,  cells can have used movement of the cell  membrane itself in
order to affect their external environment.  Once one has cellular movement plus a viscous
fluid medium, the movement of one cell will affect its neighbours via hydrodynamic coupling.
This, then, inspired our study.

Our contribution to the conference will be of a physical-mathematical nature. Firstly, we will
show that  in  the  simplest  setup  of  a chain  of  linear  oscillators,  a non-intuitive  behaviour
appears for the decay of local perturbations, compared to diffusion. Secondly, we will study
the propagation of fronts in nonlinear  systems that  may exist  in two different  mechanical
equilibria  in contiguous regions.  We will  address how mechanical  information  propagates
along the chain and we will determine that the front velocity undergoes a transition from an
attracting static  solution to  a propagating front.  Lastly,  we will  explore the effect  of self-
sustained mechanical oscillators, i.e., a chain of coupled Van Der Pol oscillators, which can
exhibit tonotopy (spatial arrangement of frequencies).
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Nowadays, computational methods are widely used for extracting new information from different
biological  structures.  Many  complex  problems  from biological  domain  can  be  modelled  by
mathematical  structures  and,  therefore,  can  be  solved  by  using  mathematical  methods  and
artificial  intelligence  algorithms.  In  this  research,  we  focus  on  two  important  biological
structures:  biological  networks  and  biological  sequences  in  order  to  analyse  some  of  their
properties.  Biological  networks  can  be  presented  in  the  form  of  graphs,  where  nodes  are
biological  entities,  and  edges  (links)  between  two  nodes  represent  the  relationship  between
corresponding entities. Biological sequences, like DNA or protein sequences, can be represented
as strings of characters. Problems defined on these data, like network partitioning and finding
common subsequence with different constrains, usually, fall into the class of NP hard problems,
which  are  time  consuming and,  therefore,  very  hard  to  solve.  Here  we present  several  such
problems and methods for their solving. 
Biological networks are usually very large scaled structures containing thousands of nodes and
links. In such big structures, it is very hard to find patterns or some other important properties.
The common way for their analysing is to partition them into smaller components which still hold
important  properties.  The  problem  of  network  partitioning  can  be  solved  by  different
computational methods, including the methods from the area of combinatorial optimization.
Among  many  important  problems  related  to  biological  sequences,  we  focus  on  measuring
sequences similarity by finding the longest common subsequence with some additional biological
motivated constrains. This kind of problems can also be solved by metaheuristic algorithms and
we present some of them. 
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Biological information acts through coherent multidimensional communication systems based on
the coupling of biophysical and biochemical processes. It behaves as an effective non-locality
and an integrating background that connects micro and macro spatiotemporal features. Insights
from  sequence homology indicate that biological information content (“meaning”) can only be
recognized through direct evolutionary analysis, and not from a single sequence. This is one of
the prominent examples that surpasses the Shannon information concept [1] and points towards a
general  question  of  the  inherent  factors  and  decision  mechanisms  that,  together  with
environmental factors, favorize certain information regarding the origin and evolution of life [2]. 
Successful  mathematical  modeling  of  both  biological  and  physical  phenomena  has  raised
speculative ideas about the mathematical nature of reality, particularly in relation to metrics and
measures.  In  such  an  approach,  the  mathematical  eigenforms  that  encompass  all  of  their
structure-preserving transformations are important formalisms for concepts of self-reference and
reflexivity [3]. These concepts are close to autopoietic (self-producing) systems that are applied
to the description of living organisms [4].
In  our  presentation,  we  discuss  examples  of  mathematical  structures  mainly  based  on
mathematical eigenforms that faithfully describe the essential properties of the genetic code [5,6]
as the first biological code that represents the informational basis of the origin of life.
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Protein structure prediction has long been considered the “Holy Grail” of structural biology. The 
recent success of AlphaFold has ushered in a new era of highly accurate structure prediction, 
bringing to light the secrets hidden in the three-dimensional structures of globular proteins, 
increasing our understanding about their structural features and molecular function. However, a 
large proportion of the proteomes from all domains of life are rich in sequences that do not fold 
into regular structures, commonly known as non-globular proteins (NGPs). NGPs comprise 
intrinsically disordered regions, repeats, low-complexity sequences, aggregation-prone and phase-
separating sequences, and are implicated in a range of age-related diseases. Their heterogeneous 
structural states and low sequence complexity challenge current experimental structure 
determination techniques and machine learning (ML) methods for structure prediction, making the 
molecular understanding of their sequence-structure-dynamics-function relationship difficult. The 
recent improvements of ML approaches and advances in determining NGP structural ensembles 
call for a timely re-assessment of the interplay between experiments and computation. The 
ML4NGP Action aims to establish an interdisciplinary pan-European network to favour this 
interplay, fostering experimental frameworks designed to provide information to computational 
methods, and novel computational methods developed, trained and benchmarked with 
experimental data. The main aim and objective of the Action is to describe the function and 
properties of NGPs by combining experimental data and novel machine learning ML approaches. 
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Neurogenesis and neuroplasticity are essential for brain health, allowing us to form memories,
learn new skills,  and recover  from injury or  disease.  To have two-way communication with
stimulation possiblity within the neural system, we
are  developing  Brain-Machine-Interface  and
connectivity, as part of the onging Horizon Europe
Pathfinder Open proeject, B-CRATOS, as well as
wireless  control  of  microdevices.  Recently,  we
have conceptualized the use of implantable hybrid
composites  made  from  magneto-electric  (ME)
microstructures for remote and localized electrical
stimulation  of  neurons.  These  composites  are
batteryless and electronics-free,  utilizing the non-
linear material property of MEs to stimulate neural
activity. This involves an array of multi-functional
ME elements  integrated  into  a  flexible  patch  for
collective sensing of low-frequency electric fields
generated by local neural activity. This patch can wirelessly communicate with a readout system
using backscatter-based communication, where MEs function as micro antennas. By analyzing
the  spatiotemporal  collective  signal  from individual  MEs  and  by  using  deep  learning  (DL)
models, we can build a tomogram map of neural signaling pathways. This research could have
potential applications in treating paralysis, Parkinson’s, and palliative care.
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Cats have an instinctive ability to use the connection governing parallel transport in the space of
shapes  to  land  safely  on  their  feet.  Here  we  argue  that  the  concept  of  connection  that  is
extensively used in general  relativity  and other  parts  of theoretical  physics,  also explains the
impressive  performance  of  molecular  motors  by enabling  molecules  to  evade  conclusions  of
Feynman’s  ratchet-  and-pawl analysis.  We first  demonstrate,  using simple molecular  models,
how directed rotational motion can emerge from shape changes even without angular momentum.
We then computation- ally design knotted polyalanine molecules and show how their shape space
holonomy  connection  organizes  individual  atom  thermal  vibrations  into  collective  rotational
motion, independently of angular momentum. Our simulations show that rotational motion arises
effortlessly even in am- bient water, making the molecule an effective theory time crystal. Our
findings have potential for practical molecular motor design and engineering and can be verified
through high-precision nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. 

.
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Abstract text. The process of digital image segmentation divides an image into regions that are
homogeneous with respect to some characteristic, such as pixel intensity or texture. This is an
essential process in neuroimaging, particularly in the quantification of total brain volume (TBV)
and the detection of structural changes over time. With the development of computer science and
neuroimaging  methods,  deep  learning  has  become  a  popular  approach  for  medical  image
segmentation,  with  U-net  being  one  of  the  most  popular  models.  However,  deep  learning
methods lack interpretability and require large amounts of annotated data, which can be scarce
and expensive. To address these issues, the study proposes a PDE-graph based algorithm that can
match the quality of image segmentation results obtained by deep learning methods. Mechanistic
models,  such as PDE-graph based models,  encapsulate dynamic phenomena and are scalable,
interpretable,  and  allow  for  the  establishment  of  basic  process  dynamics  and  initial  model
identification.  The  manual  labelling  of  data  is  expensive,  requires  expert  annotators,  and  is
inconsistent across annotators. In this contribution, we consider how PDE-graph models can help
in overcoming this limitation and achieve accuracy comparable to that of manual labelling.
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The search for the minimum information required for an organism to sustain a cellular-system-
network has rendered the identification of a fixed number of known genes,  as well  as genes
which their function remains to be identified. The approaches used in such search generally focus
their analysis on coding genomic regions --based on the genome to proteic-product perspective--
which  leave  other  fundamental  processes  aside,  mainly  those  that  include  higher-level
information  management.  To cope with this  limitation,  a  non-genocentric  approach based on
genomic sequence analysis by language processing tools, along with gene ontology, may prove
effective in the identification of those fundamental genomic elements for life autonomy, as it will
provide an integrative analysis of the information value of all genomic elements, regardless of
their coding status.
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Genome science, including topics such as gene recombination, cloning, genetic tests, and gene
therapy, is now an established part of our daily lives; thus we need to learn genome science to
better equip ourselves for the present day. Learning from topics directly related to the human has
been suggested to be more effective than learning from Mendel's peas not only because many
students do not understand that plants are organisms, but also because human biology contains
important social  and health issues. Therefore,  we have developed a teaching program for the
introduction to genome science, whose subjects are focused on the human genome. This program
comprises mixed multimedia presentations: a large poster with illustrations and text on the human
genome (a human genome map for every home), and animations on the basics of genome science.
We  implemented  and  assessed  this  program  at  four  high  schools.  Our  results  indicate  that
students felt that they learned about the human genome from the program and some increases in
students'  understanding  were  observed  with  longer  exposure  to  the  mixed  multimedia
presentations.
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The term "ceteris paribus" means "all else being equal," highlighting the assumption that drugs
act in isolation and without external influences. However, drugs interact with complex biological
systems in reality, making it  challenging to predict their efficacy and side effects. Biological
systems have multiple levels of organization, from molecules and cells to tissues and organs;
each level is interconnected and influences the others. Therefore, when a drug is introduced into
the body, it can interact with multiple targets and pathways, leading to a cascade of physiological
responses that can be difficult to predict. 
The complex and interconnected nature of biological systems means that drugs cannot be viewed
in isolation, and their behaviour must be studied in the context of the whole organism.
This  presentation  explores  the  limitations  of  traditional  drug  development  strategies  and  the
emerging approaches to address the  ceteris paribus dilemma. These include systems biology,
network  pharmacology,  and  artificial  intelligence  to  model  and  predict  drug  behaviour  in
complex systems. The presentation also highlights the need for interdisciplinary collaboration
among scientists to address this challenge and improve drug development outcomes.
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The van der Pol–FitzHugh–Nagumo neuron model with inertia was shown to exhibit a chaotic
mixed-mode dynamics composed of large-amplitude spikes separated by an irregular number of
small-amplitude  chaotic  oscillations.  In  contrast  to  the  standard  2D  van  der  Pol–FitzHugh
Nagumo  model  driven  by  noise,  the  interspik  eintervals  distribution  displays  a  complex
arrangement of sharp peaks related to the unstable periodic orbits of the chaotic attractor. For
many ranges of parameters controlling the excitability of the system, we observe that chaotic
mixed-mode states consist of lapses of nearly regular spiking interleaved by others of highly
irregular one. We explore here the emergence of these structures and show their correspondence
to the intermittent transitions to chaos. In fact, the average residence times in the nearly-periodic
firing state, obey the same scaling law – as a function of the control parameter – than the one at
the  onset  of  type  I  intermittency  for  dynamical  systems  in  the  vicinity  of  a  saddle  node
bifurcation. We hypothesize that this scenario is also present in a variety of slow-fast neuron
models  characterized  by  the  coexistence  of  a  two-dimensional  fast  manifold  and  a  one-
dimensional slow one. We also show experimental evidence that the behaviour described above
is present in a class of neurons and we finally speculate on the possible functional role that these
complex temporal  patterns  of  the  neuron firing  might  have on the  codification  of  intenerual
communication through shared nerve bundles.



Algebraic geometry of disease: the microRNA world.
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In addition to the inheritable genetic code that maps DNA nucleotides (nt) to amino acids (aa),
there  exists  a  mainly  non-heritable  'epigenetic  code'  that  controls  gene  expression,  i.e.,  the
activation or silencing of genes. Understanding the abnormal functioning of this code is crucial,
as it is correlated with most diseases. Central to the regulation of gene expression is the RNA-
Induced Silencing Complex (RISC),  which utilizes  a  short  single strand of non-coding RNA
(such as a microRNA, or miR) as a template for the transcript of a complementary messenger
RNA (mRNA).  Upon  binding,  an  Argonaute  protein  within  RISC activates  and  cleaves  the
mRNA.

A miR is a ~22 nt stem-loop structure containing a ~7 nt seed sequence, which is sufficient for
recognizing the target genes. In the epigenetic code, the mapping from miRs to genes is non-
injective and miR-dependent, similar to the mapping from codons to aa in the genetic code. Our
previous work demonstrated that representation theory (the characters of a relevant finite group)
offers a model of the genetic code (10.3390/sym12121993). For miRs, we use the representation
theory  of  the  infinite  group G,  generated  by the  seed  (10.3390/sym15030770).  The SL(2,C)
character  variety of G, specifically  a Groebner basis B of G, comprises a set  of polynomials
whose singular structure is crucial for predicting and potentially silencing a disease.

In summary, we found that a disease induced by miR deregulation may occur if the subgroup
structure of G is not close to the corresponding free group Fr on r generators (with r+1 being the
number of distinct  nt  in  the seed sequence)  or if  the basis  B contains  surfaces with isolated
singularities (of the A-D-E type). In my presentation, I will focus on oncomirs and miRs related
to diseases of the nervous system.

As an illustration, dysregulation of miR-146a-5p (also an oncomir) induces misfolded proteins
(prions) and leads to neuropathogenesis. The seed is GAGAAC, and the subgroup structure of the
generated group is that  of the free group F2. A relevant  surface contained in B is  f(x,y,z)=-
z^3+xy+2yz+2x+4z, which features a triple of isolated singular points of type A2.
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The  synchronization  or  optimization  of  nonlinear  system  performance  with  applications  in
medicine or electrical engineering are based on the study of dynamical systems.
Based  on  the  mathematical  model  development  in  [`],  the  Optimal  Homotopy  Asymptotic
Method (OHAM) technique [2] is used to obtain effective and accurate dual analytic approximate
solutions taking into account of the thermal effects and  to investigate the chemically reactive
solute transfer problem in a viscous fluid over an exponentially stretching sheet [3].
The heat transfer problem is analytically explored by using the modified OHAM). By similarity,
the motion equations are reduced to a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Based on
the numerical results, there are dual analytic approximate solutions within mass and heat  transfer
problem.
The  aim of  this  work  is  to  investigate  the  effective  and  accurate  dual  analytic  approximate
solutions taking into account of the thermal effects. The influence of the physical parameters (the
Prandtl  number  and  the  temperature  distribution  parameter)  over  the  temperature  profile  is
analytically explored for both solutions: the first approximate solution and the corresponding dual
solution [4]. 
The advantage  of  this  procedure  consists  in  independence  of  small  or  large  parameters,  and
provides us with a simple way to optimally control the convergence of the approximate solutions.
Obtained results are in a good agreement with the numerical results and show that our procedure
is effective, accurate and easy to use in applications.
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We  propose  that  selection  between  combinatorial  co-factors,  which  modulate  an  energy
transduction process that turns resources into building blocks, can cause the origin of biological
information  in  a  simple  protocellular  system.  It  is  experimentally  demonstrated  that  when a
combinatorial  co-factor  (including  8-oxo-guanine)  and  the  energy  transducer  (Ru2+)bpy3

anchored to a fatty acid vesicle surface can transform resources (picolinieum ester and protected
DNA oligomers) into building blocks (decanoic acid and functional DNA oligomers).  1 2 3  This
proto-metabolism enables the vesicle container to grow and divide4 as well as oligomers to ligate
into  a  full  DNA strand.  In  simulation  we demonstrate  that  anchored  co-factor  replication  is
possible based on lesion induced DNA amplification (LIDA) without the use of enzymes. 5 6 7 8

Further, we demonstrate in simulation that 8-oxo-guanine integrated within a DNA duplex can
still act as an electron donor for the (Ru2+)bpy3 energy transducer due to internal DNA charge
(hole) transfer properties7 which are sequence dependent. Our simulations also indicate that the
(2D) surface anchoring of the involved molecular complexes tends to speed up the reaction rates
compared to reactions in bulk (3D) although crowding factors also impact the reaction rates.8

Based on our simulations we can select suitable co-factor DNA strands for optimal metabolic
rates  as  charge  transfer  is  sequence  dependent.  Our  simulations  can  also  estimate  optimal
sequences dependent replication rates. However, different sequence motifs respectively enhance
charge  transfer  and  replication,  so  it  is  non-trivial  to  select  optimal  co-factors  with  good,
combined charge transfer and replication properties.7 Thus, the co-factor sequence/composition
can  be  interpreted  as  primitive  biological  (functional)  information  when  selection  from  a
combinatorial set of co-factors is possible. 
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Extracellular  vesicles  (EVs)  are  small  membrane-bound  vesicles  that  play  crucial  roles  in
intercellular communication in both normal and disease states. Despite extensive in-vitro and in-
vivo studies, there is still a need for computational and theoretical biology methods of  in-silico
models  to  gain  a  deeper  understanding  of  their  functions  and  roles  in  intercellular
communication.  In  this  abstract,  we  propose  to  evaluate  three  key  aspects  of  EV-mediated
intercellular  communication  from  an  information  and  communication  theoretics  perspective:
transmitter,  channel,  and  receiver.  The  transmitter  in  an  EV-mediated  intercellular
communication involves the biogenesis of EVs, which vary depending on their size and origin.
Novel  in-silico models are required to study the EV release from cells. We utilize intracellular
mechanisms such as intracellular calcium signaling to develop in-silico models for the release of
microvesicles, a type of EVs, from cardiac cells. The transport of EVs after release is also critical
to our analytical models, as current in-vivo biodistribution models often fail to accurately capture
EV transport in non-invasive methods. We model the channel of the communication link for the
EV transport  by considering their  main routes  of  movement,  such as  circulation system and
extracellular space in tissues. We model the channel for the EV transport in the extracellular
space that happens in the extracellular matrix of a tissue by using Navier-Stokes equations of
advection-diffusion. The channel modeling is accompanied by communication theories such as
finding the capacity of the communication link. EVs have the special ability to target specific
cells while they can be engineered for targeted drug delivery applications. After the EV transport,
they  reach  their  target  cells,  the  receiver  side,  and  are  taken  up  or  internalized  via  various
mechanisms such as endocytosis and fusion. We model the receiver by second-order chemical
reactions  and  demodulation  schemes  from information  theory.  In  this  way,  we  can  find  the
amount of information transmitted from the transmitter cells, carried out by EVs, and decoded by
the recipient cells. Our results present the secretion rate of EVs from cells as well as the EV
biodistribution  patterns  in  the  extracellular  matrix.  Also,  our  results  indicate  the  EV uptake
dynamics at the recipient cells for various uptake mechanisms. Developing such in-silico models
will aid in predicting their potential for therapeutic and diagnostic applications and will be useful
for  various  scientific  fields  such  as  biology,  biomedical  engineering,  nanobiotechnology,
pharmacology, and medicine.
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Abstract.  Enzymes  are  not  catalysts  –  or  not  just  catalysts.  They  are  dynamic  disequilibria
converters/bio-nanoengines, arranged to work in series and parallel as metabolons, now produced
and ordered by the genetic code. The enzymes involve binding pockets and binding-change and
escapement mechanisms controlled by electrostatic/conformational gates. The submarine alkaline
vent theory (Russell, 2023 Front. Microbiol. 14, 1083) presumes that the disequilibria driving the
autotrophic emergence of life were broadly similar to those driving chemosynthetic life today. It
follows  that  mineral  nanocrytals  must  have  been  available  at  the  vent  to  engineer  such
mechanisms involving: i) the hydrogenation of CO2 to formate, ii) the oxidation of methane with
nitrogen oxides to a methyl group, the concomitant reduction of those oxides to ammonium, iii)
the synthesis of the carboxylic and keto acids and their amination to glycine and pyruvate, iv)
their condensation to peptides in an introduction to a peptide/amyloid world that v) could capture
the  inorganic  elements  that  bring  organic  chemistry  to  life  and  vi)  act  as  the  first  cell
membranes/walls and channels condensing ortho to pyro-phosphate. These six points adumbrate
a  missing  Chapter  1  to  the  life  sciences.  They  are  informed  by  astronomical,  geological,
microbiological  and  nano-technological  observations  underpinned  by  a  stochastic
thermodynamics. The 2D mineral mackinawite (FeS), situated in an inorganic membrane, enables
the hydrogenation of the CO2 in the ocean to formate involving the natural proton motive force
focused across the inorganic membrane precipitated at the alkaline vent. Thence the double layer
oxyhydroxide fougerite  [FeII

4FeIII
2(OH)12CO3•3H2O] – the mineral  equivalent  of  green rust  –

provides the majority of the precipitate membranes (as natural chemical gardens) and acts as a
protometabolon involving protean enzymatic behaviours. It is unique owing to its soft properties,
its extraordinary electro-mechanochemical capabilities, its bilaterally active pH-, redox-sensitive
and flexible cationic ordered layers in which the degrees of freedom are reduced from 2 to near
unity within the hydrous interlayers through the enforcement of  vectorial  control  of  electron
tunneling, thus filling the divide between the material and the living world. We may even think of
it and its more, but reversibly oxidized affine sister, trébeurdenite [Fe II

2FeIII
4O2(OH)10CO3.3H2O]

– as a “mineral mitochondria”!. Yet while this putative Chapter 1 can offer the initial conditions
for DYNALIFE’s Chapter 2,  speculations beyond the complementarities of molecular shapes
based on Schrödinger’s aperiodic crystal as to how the genetic code arose from this metabolic
foundation are limited alas!
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The  emergency  of  Life  is  a  consequence  of  electron  exchanges  between  minerals
surfaces and organic molecules. This emergency needs a scenario for overcoming the
entropy challenge. Minerals provide confined spaces for developing the first prebiotic
reactions.  Minerals  provides  selective  inorganic  membranes  for  prebiotic  evolution.
Preliminary studies on the hydrothermal vents in Iceland have detected the formation of
magnesium silicate  and clay  minerals,  where  there is  a  high biological  activity  and
possible  prebiotic  processes  could  have  happened.  Besides,  aminoacids  have  been
detected in some extraterrestrial meteorites along with silicates. These molecules can
have been also precursors of prebiotic chemistry in early Earth. These reactions were
likely  happened in the protected  confined spaces  on the porous surface of chemical
gardens  and  in  the  interlayer  nanospaces  of  clay  minerals.  This  work  describes
experimental  and  theoretical  research  on  the  sorption  of  bioactive  molecules  onto
surfaces of silicate minerals, olivine and montmorillonite at different pH values. This
sorption  has  been  also  studied  at  atomic  scale  by  means  of  quantum  mechanical
calculations  finding  that  this  sorption  is  energetically  favorable.  The  experimental
crystallographic behavior has been reproduced by theoretical calculations. A favorable
adsorption on  the mineral surfaces is a first step for selective prebiotic processes. This
multidisciplinary  work is  a  clear  example  of  cooperation  between experimental  and
theoretical research.
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We have proposed a few years ago a model based on continuous symmetries to consider the
DNA structure as well  as the mechanism of polypeptide fixation from codons (Phys.Lett.
A250, 214 (1998)). Among other applications, sum rules for codon usage probabilities had
been  obtained  in  this  so-called  Crystal  Basis  Model  (for  a  review see:  arXiv1704.00940
[qbio.OT], published in BIOMAT 2016, 326-362, 201).

More recently imposing, still in the framework of our model, a minimum principle for the
codon-anticodon interaction,  the structure  of  the minimum set  of anticodons allowing the
translation-transcription for animal mitochondrial code has been obtained. Such an approach
is also well adapted for an analysis of the evolution of the genetic code. Inequalities between
codon usage probabilities for quartets of codons are also derived, in good agreement with the
experimental situation (BioSystems 107 (2012) 113; ibid 111 (2013) 175; 141 (2016) 20).
Finally, still in the context of our codon-anticodon interaction we have been able to reproduce
in a recent preprint the hierarchy of codon usage frequencies observed in the observed data of
twenty plants (preprint submitted to BioSystems). These works are made in collaboration with
A.Sciarrino, Università di Napoli, Italy. 

As a future program in the framework of COST, we plan with  Claire Lesieur (member of
MC) to  investigate the codon usage bias from genomics to proteomics still using the Crystal
Basis Model. More precisely to wish to test the hypothesis that codon usage bias responds to
protein  usage.  For  this  purpose,  we could  compare  the  codon bias  usage  and the  codon-
anticodon interactions  of the whole genome, the genes of proteins involved in misfolding
diseases and the genes of proteins highly expressed within a unique species.  As a second
project, we plan also to consider protein ancestors to investigate the role of the parameter q in
the Crystal Basis Model along the ages.
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Interacting dynamical systems abound in nature and often the interest is not only to understand if,
but also how they interact i.e. to reveal the functions and mechanisms that define and connect
them.  Coupling  functions  contain  detailed  information  about  the  functional  mechanisms
underlying the interactions and prescribe the physical rule specifying how an interaction occurs.
We used a method based on dynamical Bayesian inference in order to model and reconstruct the
coupling functions from the data of interacting dynamical systems.  The method accounts also for
potential  time-varying dynamics and noise interferences, as for example those encountered in
biological  systems.  The  effectiveness  of  the  method  is  demonstrated  on  two  cases:  coupled
chaotic  systems  in  state  space,  and neural  cross-frequency  coupling  observed  through  phase
dynamics. Special attention is spent on considerations if this methodological framework can be
applied for modelling also dynamical  models of genetic  components and networks, as it  lays
down also open questions for future developments in this direction.  
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Circular codes can be seen as a mathematical concept to detect and possibly correct frame-shift
errors during signal transmission. In the middle 90's such a circular code X was identified in the
genes of bacteria, eukaryotes, plasmids, and viruses by a comprehensive statistical investigation.
The code X contained the 20 trinucleotides that appeared to be the codons that had the highest
preference  for  the  correct  reading  frame compared  to  frames  1  and  2.  Since  then  intensive
research on circular codes in the genetic information and their potential role in maintaining the
correct reading frame during the translation process in the ribosome has been done by various
authors.  In  particular,   X-motifs  were  identified  in  (i)  genes  “universally”  (ii)  tRNAs  of
prokaryotes and eukaryotes; (iii) rRNAs of prokaryotes (16S) and eukaryotes (18S), in particular
in the ribosome decoding center where the universally conserved nucleotides G530, A1492, and
A1493  are  included  in  the  X-motif;  and  (iv)  genomes  (non-coding  regions  of  eukaryotes).
Circular codes have a highly complex structure and the ones found in genes possess additional
properties like e.g. self-complementarity that reflect their biological nature.

In our talk we give a short introduction to the theory of circular codes and an overview on the
concepts  from mathematics,  statistics  and  bioinformatics  that  have  been used  to  study these
creatures. An evolutionary model of the genetic code will be presented and we give some recent
results on circular codes and their biological applications. 
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Many genetic traits are associated with specific nucleotides at known positions. One of the ways
to identify them is to collect genetic data for case and control groups, i.e. people with or without a
studied phenotype. Then for predefined positions within the human genome, we check which
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) are observed for each specimen. 
Some genetic diseases are associated with single SNPs, while others are only observed when
multiple  genetic  markers  are  present  simultaneously.  One of  the approaches  to  searching for
multiple  genetic  markers  is  using  pattern  mining  methods  combined  with  an  appropriate
statistical test (e.g. chi-squared test). But, unfortunately, the computational cost is one of the main
problems met in such methods. 
Modern hardware provides millions of variants (positions within a genome), and we may use
thousands of specimens. Each variant has four options: homozygous for the first/second allele,
heterozygous, and missing genotype. For two variants, there are nine meaningful combinations.
For the whole dataset, we may need to consider trillions of combinations.
We propose a novel search framework to handle this issue efficiently by solving the original
problem using modern computation. It consists of the following key principles: 1) efficient data
organisation; 2) sorting algorithms optimised for modern computer architecture.
In  recent  years  the  storage  capacity  of  even  budget  computers  has  vastly  increased  (up  to
128GB), so available data require only a fraction of memory available. On the other hand, all
modern  computers  allow optimisation  using  the  SIMD principle  (single  instruction,  multiple
data).  Therefore,  we  suggest  rearranging  genetic  data  in  a  specific  way  to  make  SIMD
instructions  work  the  fastest  way.  This  is  done  by  interleaving  blocks  of  data  for  known
genotypes but keeping them close to each other. We experiment with different sizes of blocks
suggesting the optimal block size. All necessary arithmetic operations and searching algorithms
are rewritten to handle the new data storage type by applying appropriate masks. 
As a result, it becomes possible to run the problem previously solved using cluster machines on a
standalone workstation.
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This work relies on the well-known helicoidal Peyrard-Bishop model of DNA dynamics [1]. We
start  with the Hamiltonian and,  using Hamilton's  equations of  motion,  we obtain two partial
different equations, one of which is nonlinear. There are two approaches, or approximations, to
solving this nonlinear equation. One of them is a continuum approximation yielding kink solitons
moving along the DNA chain [2]. Relevant for this work is a semi-discrete approximation [3].
This  approach  brings  about  a  modulated  solitary  wave  called  a  breather  [1,3].  The  whole
mathematics  is  explained  in  the  article  [1]  and  the  book  chapter  [4].  It  is  known  that  the
transcription occurs only at the transcription segments (TSs). These are the segments where DNA
is surrounded by RNA polymerase molecules. It is important to stress that the transcription is
possible because the DNA molecule opens locally at TSs. It was shown that the local opening
could be seen as a DNA breathing mode with extremely high amplitude [5], which, otherwise,
can be conceived as a resonance mode [6].
The local opening implies a significantly smaller coupling between base pairs. This is crucial for
the transcription but is not enough. It was shown that demodulated breather is possible and is
much more convenient [3]. This mode prolongs the interaction between nucleotides belonging to
DNA and RNA polymerases. A physical meaning of the breather is that only the nucleotides
within it oscillate. When the wave reaches TS, the transcription begins. It is important that the
nucleotides belonging to TS have enough time for the interaction. This time is increased if the
breather stops for some time. It  is possible and explained in Ref.  [3].  Therefore, it  has been
suggested that the demodulated standing soliton is crucial for the transcription.
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